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Although some may prefer the art of earlier periods, the fifteenth century was
an age of  elegance  and  beauty in its material objects, fromcutlery to churches,
from  books  to  stained  glass.  England still depended mainly on  native  inspira-
tion for the decorative arts, before  the  dead  hand of  pseudo-classical design
began its take-over. The  intrusion  of this new and  alien fashion could  have
been firmly excluded from  this  exhibition  by choosing an end date of twenty-
five  years  earlier.

Richard Marks, the main inspire: of the  exhibition, gives  us an  essay on an
‘Age of  Consumption’, a title that  shows  exactly how  difficult  it is to find
enough  ‘ages of  ...’ to go around, and the phrase  does  not adequately summa-
rise this  particular ‘age’. He addresses briefly the ‘false’ historiography of  end-
ing the period of the middle ages in  1485  or  1500, and the  concept of a renais-
sance. The justification of this exhibition is the  great  survival of  buildings, the
good survival  of  documents  and smaller artefacts and the  names  of their mak—
ers  — although the  destruction  is also  acknowledged  as  phenomenal  — and re-
minds  us that  this  was the period  when England  excelled in  architecture  and
music  and had  plenty of  money to  spend. English  became the dominant  lan-
guage  and  English style  and  idiom  were clearly different  from  those of  Scot-
land, Ireland or  Wales.  Marks  justifies  the use of the  word  ‘Gothic’, he ac-
knowledges  the changes that  took  place  in the  chosen  period, but he  never
satisfactorily justifies the  closing date of  1547.  Knocking twenty-seven  years
off the  period would have  not  only obviated  the apparent  need  for a huge  por-
trait  of Henry VIII  at the  end, which implies  an  achievement which  that king
did not  attain — his  buildings, for example, were not innovatory (Wilson, p.
143). An  earlier  end  date would also  have cut out the complex versions of  clas-
sical  ornamentation  which  were  beginning to  dominate, for example in the  case
of  some items  of plate, manuscript decoration, and  stained glass.  It is  arguable
that a ‘closing’ date of  circa 1525  would  have  excluded only a  limited number  of
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exhibits, none of them  very interesting, almost  all of them more  obviously for-

eign  — such as the  work  of  Holbein  -  and  very different  in style  from  the  main
run of  objects, and  most  of  them  related  to  Henry VIII’s declining years.  At
what date and  with  what  ‘codeword’ will  the next exhibition in the series  start?
With  ‘Destruction’ or  ‘Dissolution’?

The real justification of this exhibition is the  beauty and interest of its  objects
and  making them  available, however briefly, to the  public.  A  Daily Telegraph jour-
nalist in a  preview  of the exhibition  apparently was unable to  grasp this  notion
and  could only think in  texms of  bloody kings, Henry VIII and Richard III  (I).
The  public  who did  spend  several  hours  in the exhibition had no  such trouble,
however, and were  clearly as enthralled as we  were.

John Watts, in the  first  of the introductory chapters, gives  a clever  survey of
the politics of  this  very ‘long century’, balancing between  the  differences  and  simi-
larities of the  seven reigns  and  deciding that the ‘path’ between  the first  reign  and
the  last ‘was continuous’.  In  spite  of the factual information it appears to provide,
it is  a  moot  point whether  this chapte: will  be helpful to the  uninitiated  as an in—
troduction to the  event: of the period. For  this  one had better turn to the ‘Time-
line’ at the beginning of the  book.  A mature  statement  of the nature of  kingship,
and  queenship, alongside  the  essential duty of  obedience  by the  subject, comes
fromRosemary Horrox.  This  sets out how these were  understood  at the  time  and
concentrates on  ideals  and  expectations, sensibly avoiding the partiallar. Derek
Keene emphasises  the extent to  which England  was already a country with  a
strong single  identity and how  much national  and regional  tendencies interacted
because of trade, noble patronage and the movement of  people.  One of the ex-
amples  he  cites is  Ewelme  in  Oxfordshire  where Alice Chaucer, Duchess  of Suf-
folk, introduced  East  Anglian  forms. Eamon Duffy also needs, and  uses to  pow-
erful  effect, particular examples to elucidate late  medieval religion:  Alice  Chester’s
benefacu'ons  to All Saints  Bn'stol, with whom  he begins or the screen at North
Burlingham, Norfolk, with which  he  ends  -- or the  surviving decoration of  Aston
church, Devon, though the  subject  of the panels of the  Chudleigh  chantry seems
to be in  dispute between  Duffy’s text and the catalogue entry (p. 60 and No.  260).
By this period  religion had been  democratised, the  laity were  deeply involved,
with  most  of  them focused  on their  parish  church, a  space endlessly sub-divided
to  accommodate  the altars and chantries  supported  by particular guilds  and  fami-
lies, and lit by lights provided  by individual  streets or the ‘daunsyng lights of the
maydens’ (p.  62).  Guilds, which  attended to the burial of their members and cared
for  them when ill, are his second  major  theme  after  the  parish  church. The parish
church, frequently rebuilt or  improved  in  this  period, and its surviving aftefacts,
formsa natural showpiece  of  this exhibition.

For Margaret Aston  in her The Use of Images’, 1547 is a  depressingly signifi-
cant  date.  She  uses  the eminently fifteenth-century concepts  of ‘worship’ and
‘honout’ in a fascinating set of examples illustrating the importance and  impact  of
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. images  in religious and secular contexts and asking the  question ‘How well  could
contemporaries read  images?’.  In  1400  the greatest ‘image’ of  all, the crucifix, the
almost life-size and  life-like road, in its  dominant position  on the rood  loft, was to

be  found  in all churches all over  England, but in 1547, on the  night  of 16-17 No-
vember, in the capital  itself, the  mod  (of St  Paul’s) was pulled  down, killing and
injuring several workmen in the  half-lit church.  In the same year no  less  a  person
then  Stephen Gardiner, Bishop of Wmchester, was so pre—occupied with  the de-
piction  of saints and so little  aufait  with  the  symbolism  of the great seal that he
thought its  image  of the armed king on horseback represented St George.

Nigel Ramsay, Philip Lindley, Kim  Woods  and Nicholas Rogers are  suc-
cessful  in  negotiating the overlap between  their  remits  for crafts, craftsmen
regional and immigrant, and the  commissioning process. Ramsay emphasises
the variety of  skills  available and  dominating wealth  of  London, whatever the
doldrums  experienced by other  parts  of the  realm.  The  wealth  of the country
lay in' its export of cloth, an increasing proportion of  which passed  through
London  on its way to the Low Countries  — native  pewter goods and alabaster
carvings  were  the other  craft-goods exported.  A theme of  Lindley is-the devel-
oping role of the  designer  once  paper  patterns  (called  ‘portraitm‘es’) became
common  — these helped  to spread  designs  and  fashions  throughout  Europe.
Inevitably, most  of his  examples survive fromthe  early sixteenth century. It is
in Lindley’s  paper  that  Rict  Fox begins to emerge as one of the ‘heroes’of
this  book, a major and  knowledgeable  patron who knew all the leading men of
London. Woods covers  the  immigrant  artists, who brought new  fashions with
them, and especially Immigrant  artefacts: carvings, stained  glass, painted  panels
for  rood screens  and triptychs  such  as the  partially surviving one of  Robert
Tate or the  statue of Christ at St  Thomas  of Acre, London. Incidentally, cata-
logue  entry no. 136 on the Tate triptych mistakenly gives  Robert a knighthood
and tries to see the  king on the  left  as a portrait of  Robert  — in the  past Joseph,
on the  right, has also been  suggested  as  Robert  — and assumes a  resemblance
between  this  king’s  face and St Ambrose on one of the  back-panels (which  is
possible, if one  workshop painted  the  whole).  Surely it is ‘old-hat’ to find  por-
traits  in  religious paintings?  Robert  probably bought  the  painting himself  or by
an  agent, possibly second hand, and had his  arms  added.1 Rogers’ paper pro-
vides  the counter-balance to the ‘theme’ of  aliens’ work: he is prepared to  admit
the ‘crude and vigorous’ nature of  much regional  work but focuses our  attention
on the local centres of  excellence outside London.  For  example Norwich  and
Yorkfor stained  glass, or Bury St  Edmunds  and  Norwich  forbrasses.

I

'  London County Council, TI): .S' 10119! qomI'on,  volslz  and 15, The Punk/1 q/l  Hal-
low: Barking. pts  1  and 2, London 1929 and 1934, pt 1, p. 17, and  nn., and  A.F.  Sutton,A

Merchant Farm}: of County,  London and Calais: The Tam, c.  1450- 1515, Mercers’ Com-
pany, London 1998, pp.  28-37, neither  cited.
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In the general context of artistic influence on  England from outside  -- from

‘aliens’ -- the  date  limits of the  exhibition  are irrelevant, as Catherine  Reynolds
points out in her  discussion  of  such influence on many crafts, particularly book
decoration. It could be  added, however  obvious  it may seem, that the continent
was so yea near South  East England  and so  easily reached that in many ways  it was
hardly ‘alien’.  Exchange was inevitable and continuous, and there is hardly any
need  to consider the  invidious  question of  different levels  of quality and skill of
workmen in  certain fields  on either  side  of the  channel. Every artist and craftsman
became  ‘English’ very quickly once  he  lived  and  worked  in  this  country. The
theme  of  foreign  influence also  plays  its  part  in Alexandrina Buchanan’s  brief his-
tory of how the fifteenth  century was regarded in later  ages.  For several centuries
nationalist  sentiments dominated  the  study of late  medieval  art, partiallaxly archi-
tecture, causing an ebb and flow of appreciation as scholars’ opinions  about its
Englishness  fluctuated. At the  moment nationalistic scholarship is ‘out’: ‘late me-
dieval  scholarship today is as  different fromthat of the pre-wax era as Kenneth
Branagh’s  Hang! V  (1989) is  from Olivier’s  (1945)’ and  ‘Our national  style, Per-
pendicular, has now been  shown  to have  originated  as an English reappraisal of a
French architectural idiom. Interpretations  based  on  past  moralilies now  seen
irrelevant, ...’.  Quite!

The  impossibility of capturing the real sound of  medieval  music, whm the
voice  was the  main  instrument, is  admitted  by Margaret  Bent, whether the  ubiqui-

tous plainsong or the  increasing polyphony.  In the  fifteenth  century the impact of
English musical developments  was comparable to that of the Beatles in the twen-
tieth and it was  acknowledged  to be  a supreme  influence by both French  and
Flanish. This  supremacy and the new  flon'd English performing style  were the
product  of the patronage of not  only the royal  chapel, but also of  noble chapels
and  aspiring parishes; they all  contributed  to the reputation of  English music.
Bent’s descriptions of the rare music manuscripts and  their  layouts make  them
accessible  to the non-musician.  (One  must  assume that  Edward  IV is  meant
rather than  Edward  VI on page  121.)

The take-over of the perpendicular style is  divided  by Christopher  Wflson
into  the  pre-1400  ‘heroic age’, the ‘great  church’, the ‘parish  church’, and ‘archii

tects and  patrons’ in an  admirably clear  essay.  Maximum fenestration and  unity of
line  were its key-features  —  particularly suitable, incidentally, for towers rather
than  steeples  -- and all for the  glory of  God.  He  uses  his own  saninal  work on
the  building of  Edward III’s  upper  ward  at Wmdsor  Castle  to explain the  spread
of this style  into  secular buildings such as New  College.  Several churches were
completely rebuilt in  this period, and of these the  most  accomplished  ié  consid-
ered to be  Edward IV’s chapel  at  Windsor  by the  architect  Henry Janyns, with  its
sequel  Henry VII’s chapel at  Westminster. Henry VII  intended  to surpass the
former  and house the  tombs of Henry VI and  himself; its architect was Henry
Janyns’ son, Robert, another man on a  mission?  Rosemary Honox  on  images  of
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royalty warns us again not to see ‘portmits’ of  anyone  in the  depiction  of princes
produced in any medium; they were  timeless, impersonal and  isolated  and  only
concerned with  the prince’s  status and  power. Royal  patronage of the visual am is
clearly shown  by Christopher  Wllson  to have also been part of a king’s duty to
show  his own  status and that of his country and prove his  liberality.  Sadly little
but religious  building survives -- most  of the great  sequences of tapestries and
almost  all royal plate have  gone.  There is a  fascinating reference to Henry VII’s
commission  of  a  thirty-six  metre tapestry of his  coming to  England  (p. 144), a  lost
source on the mysteries of Bosworth  Field?

Inevitably the losses mean  more emphasis  on Hem-y VII and Henry VIII.
Their over-use of their personal  devices  to record their new ownership is noted
by son, while  the  achievements  of Henry VII’s chapel  (wisely completed for
the  most part before his  death) are not  denied Wilson  endeavours to suggest that
his readers be as balanced in their judgement as  himself  by pointing out how im-
possible  it is to compare the achievmnents of those  English  kings, whose works
are  lost, with  others better  served, or  with  foreign  princes.  He  pointedly reminds
us of the praise  heaped  on the  court  of  Edward  IV by the Bohemian  visitors  in
1466 for  example; England  did not  fall  short and was not  dependent  on overseas
culture.  Again, comparisons are  almost  irrelevant

With  regard to  their  book  collections  the  seven kings  of this exhibition are
not  well  served. Two  pages  of text on them  all, including their  siblings, two para-
graphs  on Henry VII’s mother, and a few  isolated items  in odd places2 do not do
justice to their interests, nor to the variety of  what  survives, and certainly do not
give  the reader any proper  idea  of the importance of literary and informative texts
in the lives of these princes and their courtiers. Comparisons to continental col-
lections — without  any undue assumption  that  English  libraries were  inferior  —
would  have  been helpful  here, and  instructive.  It is true that  books were  consid-
ered part  of a  person’s wider treasure, and that  this  exhibition was  supposed  to be
about ‘Art’, but the  indusion  of  non-religious  and un—illustrated texts  would  have
presented a more balanced picture of fifteenth-century cultural life  to the  visitor.
The  only king about whose  personal taste in  books  we really know  something —
and who  falls  right into the  middle  of the  pedod  covered  — Richard III, is referred
to  once, in relation to his  book  of hours. His penchant for  simple  books, his in-
teresting habit of writing his name in his  manuscripts  and the size and scope of
his  surviving collection  all go  unmentioned. This  is a  missed  opportunity whidm
would have opened  up a new perspective to the non-expert  visitor. Amazingly the
old  story that  Edward  IV  needed  a  visit  to Flanders and to see the libraries of the
dukes, his sister, Margaret, and  Louis  de  Bruges, Lord  of Gruuthuse, to  realise
that it  would  be a  good idea  to collect  books is repeated for the umpteenth  time.

2 Why are Bedford’s religious  books and the prayer book of Charles of Orleans under
“The Arts of  Combat'?
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It is also  disappointing that early fifteenth-century London illumination  is not
given  a separate section in the.catalogue, for the exhibition has made great use of
this last  flowedng of an  English school (albeit with some notable  Netherlandish
artists working in  London).  Several  books of hoursof  this locality are on  show:
the psalter and hours(no.  91) of  Henry Beauchamp, Duke of Warwick, the hours
(no.  93) of his  wife, Cecily Neville (and later Elizabeth of York), the hours(no.
44) of Richard  III, the Chichele breviary (no. 103), and the prayerbook of Charles
of Orleans  (no.  74).

War and  chivalry are  represented  by secu'ons on military buildings (The Ar—
chitecture of War’), arms and armour(”The Arts  of Combat’), and  chivalry itself.
John  A.A.  Goodall  ‘rethinks’ the  received judgment  on  late  medieval  castles  and
does  not accept that these  spectacular, but  less  defensible, buildings  represent a
‘decline’.  Side  by side with  the domestic castle, ingenious  cannon  fortifications
developed  — but for the  king only.  Karen Watts was  given very little  space  to ex-
plain  where  body armour, helmets, swords  etc. were  made  and how one  obtained
them in  England, but managed to include  much  of interest. The exhibits in  this
section  are numerous  -  they include heraldic badges  and  livery collars  — and the
individual  enuies are  long and informative.  C.S.L. Davies  provides an excellent
summary of the  ethos  of chivalry, the  ideals which pervaded  art and culture yet
had so  little  to do  with  the reality of raids, sieges  and devastation. By such  brutal
means, rather than set battles and  deeds  of  chivalry, and for gain, rather than  jus-
tice, were the  wars  of the  petiod conducted.  Items illustrating this  section  are
comparatively few compared to some of the more peaceful  subjects: striking is
the early fifteenth-century alabaster St  George  (no. 84), with dragon  and  maiden,
which  can be compared to the  lifelike  St George  (no.  58) of  similar  size, in a
miniature suit of  armour, with dragon, made  for the  Armourers’ Company in
1528(2)), illustrated in the  previous  section.

The  earls  of  Warwick  and  Salisbury, Beauchamps and  Nevilles, have  a  long
entry undoubtedly justified  by the number of their surviving artefacts  in the exhi-
bition:  books of hours, a rare  prayer roll, the Rous and  Salisbury Rolls, 3  ring with
the bear and ragged  staff  and the  Middleham Jewel.  The  most  amazing coupr of
the exhibition are in  this  section: the  effigy of  Richard  Beauchamp off his  tomb
(equally amazing is the  fact  that his  head  was left  without  support and  looked
most  uncomfortable -- something in textile  would  surely not have  misled  and
reproduced  the original  intent sufficiently) and St  Catherine  and an Avenging An-
gel ftom his  chapel. These  artefacts are  succinctly described  by Philip Lindley.
The names of the artists  employed  about this  tomb  and chantry chapel are ample
evidence  that quality work  was  readily available  within England  by Englishmen.
The several  pages from  the Beauchamp Pageant or Pageants, frequently refa'ted
to by Ann  Payne  in he:  summary on these  families, are  curiously referenced  not
by the St  John  Hope  edition  of  this  manuscript but the  poor quality Brindley
book  -- the  sumptuous new  edition  by Alexandra Sinclair for the Richard III and
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Yorkist History Trust appeared too late for consultation, though it appears in the
notes  to No. 90.  Intaesting ideas  proposed and repeated in  this  section include
the notion  that  john Shirley may have compiled  the original text of the Pageant
(p.  220), and that Richard Beauchamp and his son Henry are  depicted  at the  mass
of St  Gregory in a miniature in the psaltet and hours  (no.  91) now in the Pierpont
Morgan library, New York.

Barrie  Dobson  sets two other ‘heroes’ of the exhibition in  context: Henry
Chichele  and Richard Fox, rich  prelates  whose  patronage of religious and educa—
tional  establishments  has ensured that they still  have  daily prayers  and gratitude
and memorials of  buildings  (All Souls and Corpus  Christi, Oxford) and breath-
taking arrays of silver-gilt plate: bottles, a  crazier, salts, as  well  as  illuminated
books. Fox  (fortunately) prefened his artefacts in the native and traditional style,
despite a visit to Italy and his devotion to the  ‘new’ learning with its  emphasis  on
Latin  classics. The  main  heroine of the  boolg with  a  whole  section to herself, by
Janet  Backhouse, is the  inevitable  Margaret Beaufort, who  always  appears to in-
spite modem  scholars  with awed admiration.  Hex reputation as  a  patron of schol-
arship and the  arts  is  well founded  but a more original  subject might have been
looked  for. Matguet’s endorsement of the  printing trade is mentioned -- an en-
dorsement actually initiated  by Richard III’s parliament in 1484 and brought to an
end  uncle: Henry VIII in  1534. Margaret’s  exhibits  include  devout  books  and im-
pressive  plate. The plate of this exhibition was, in fact, one of the  most  enjoyable,
new experiences for us, who could reckon familiarity with  perhaps eighty percmt
of the  exhibits.  The  perfect shape  of the two ‘spiralling’ wine  flagons  (no.  101),
the  giant standing amid pigmy people  (no. 179), the glow of the Ballardmaze:
(no. 102) or the  columbine  cup of  John Richmond (no.  134, pl. 53, on p.  87).

Jane Grenville discusses  the ‘Urban Landscape’ and controversially prefers to
emphasise the  deliberate planning of the early medieval  town, both  for the  long,
narrow  shape  of urbanmessuagcs and the  groupings  of trades, rather than  allow-
ing for the natural process of  congregation  between people of  like trades.  Later
they were to relocate in groups or  singly, but rarely because ordered by planners.
In contrast the poorand  sick could  more  readily be pushed to the outskirts of a
town, along with  the  pnisons  (housing for the  aged  is  still  put  outside  the city gates
of  Bury St  Edmunds!).  She considers the  changing league table of  English towns
from  the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries and is  healthily sceptical of any univer-
sal  decline.  She  emphasises  how  much land was released on to the  land  market by
the  reformation  of  Henry VIII’s  reign, a release comparable to that caused by the
Black Death.  This  change  began  in the  15303, which again begs  the question why
this exhibition  did not end  earlier; it  would  not really have  affected the  objects
shown, only brought  them  to an  end.

Civic  institutions are described by Derek  Keene, who  gives  us the size and
numbers of  English towns  and their  several  types of government. The fifteenth
century saw the structure of government of the  greater  duh and  towns  reach
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their  final form with mayors, sheriff, aldermen and councils, and  craft  and  reli-
gious guilds, London being the  supreme  example; all  English  towns  wanted  to
have ‘liberties’ on the  London  model. Local government was by a select group of
freemm; the  list  of the public worksby London alone in  this  period is impressive
(p.  263).  Merchants are the  purview  of  Jenny Kat-mode, less  flashy but  important
‘heroes’ of this exhibition, for  their  trade made the wealth of England, and in this
period the  richer  of  them  — Whittington  of  London, Canynges  of Bristol, Browne
of  Stamford, Bolton  of Yorkand Paycocke of Coggeshall  —  had  increasing
amounts of spare  cash  for luxuries. Some of these are on  display: spoons, books
of hours, ordinances of almshouses, brasses. One  might  add Henry VIII’s ‘stag-
geting’ taxes for his wars as another reason to end the exhibition in  15205 -- they
were particularly heavy on  London, however  ‘fat’ its merchants were.3 This was
the period  which  saw  London  come to dominate  trade.  We can quibble over Dr
Kermode’s  assertion that ‘numeracy was essential at every level of commerce, but
literacy was  not’ (p.  273). Allowing for the  qualifying ‘every level’, how could even
a  small  shopholder keep his journal or day book of  sales  — often  the workof his
apprentice or  wife  — without writing words  as  well  as figures, however  crudely.
Perhaps we  should  understand ‘literacy’ here as only the study of literatme or a
knowledge  of Latin?

The images of  this  urban and mercantile  life  include charters, seals, maces  and
chains; there are  also  photographs of surviving guildhalls  and  houses. The picture
of  Bristol’s  rulers in  court  from Rikart’s  Calendar is a  mirror  image of London’s
structure  and liveries  (no. 124).  Most  oddly captioned is the illustration of the
London  aldermen of the  14405 with theirarms(no.  130) where they are described
as wearing ‘a pink cloak  with  plaid  [:12] lining, seemingly the formal  mantle  of of-
fice at  this period’.  A  telephone call  to the Corpdrau'onof  London  Records Of—
fice  would have  been  wise:  the  aldetmen’s  most sumptuous livery included cloaks
of scarlet  (and  it was .rcar/et), the  most expensive  of all  medieval cloths, lined  with
grey or  grit, the back fur of the  grey squirrel, and this is exactly what the artist,
probably a herald, knew  as an expert in matters of livery, and what be  depicted
With precision, even if his paint colours have  faded over  500  years.

Domestic space is the  subject of the archaeologist  Geoff Egan, who empha-
sises  the  social  rules  governing access to  rooms  and areas and the  people  in than,
the general  sparseness  of furniture and  utmsils, and the  inclusion  of  light manu-
facturing and  shop holding within  the  same  domestic  space  for the majority of
people.  Minutiae  such as the introduction of  tiled stoves  in  this  periods are  usefiJl,
as is his reference to children, whose ubiquity andnumbersare so  often  forgotten
by the historian  because  so  many of  them died young. This section  has  a  heavy
reliance  of photographs of houses  such as South  Wingfield, Sudeley, Thombury

J  I. A. Archer, ‘The burden of taxation on sixteenth-century London’, HidorimljoumaL
vol. 44  (2001 ), pp.  599-627, esp.  613, 624;  ‘staggering’ is his  word.
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(much  copied from  Henry VII’s Richmond  Palace) and the prior’s  lodging at
Wenlock; but we also get the tapestry of the  boat  and bear  hunt  (14405) and the
rare painted  linen  picture of the Buxton Achievement  showing the descent of the
family (1470), which  is  most  helpfully uxhanced by the  photograph.  Above  all,
there are the  fabulous Dacre  beasts, one of the  whimsical highlights  of the  show,
made for Thomas Lord Dacre (1467-1525), and many books  printed and manu-
script, romances  and  poetry for general reading.  There  is an overlap of  objects, if
not  subject, with  Marian  Campbell's  coverage of the ‘Table and Feasting’. She  sets
out the  foods available  to the  different levels  of  wealth  and their provision of
tableware, still limited  for all classes to Engels, spoons  and knives, although forks
were already available  for  such delicacies  as ginger. She  gives  us  a  taste of the
dishes, the table manners and the  ritual  that  accompanied  it in the great  house-
holds. This  subject brings  us back to the  magnificent  selection of  plate  on  show:
the giant bearing a  salt  on his back and  standing in a  field full  of  folk  (unfortu-
nately not  well  served by the one  indistinct  photograph in the  book  — the people
are not  recognisable); or the ape salt. The humble: gadrooned  bowls  are a simpler
joy, for so many reasonably well-to—do urban  households  must have  owned some
— gadtooning is  a  pattern that  scans to  typify the fifteenth  century.

Dress  and  adomments  are covered by John  Cherry, the  first  a  subject much
hampered by the non-survival of clothes, although there are examples of cloth of
gold, made in Italy at this date  (the  grades of  such cloth  is  described  by Lisa
Moms  in no.  201).  The change  that took  place  after 1400 fromfine  woollens  to
fine  silks  for the aristocracy is described and the  switch from  squirrel  (white  and
grey) to the fursof  marten  and lamb. The emphasis has to be on the jewellery, a
subject on  which john Cherry is a  known  expert, which  make up some of the
most  charming exhibits  when  chosen devices  were the subject, such as the Dun—
stable  Swan Jewel  or the  many rings with  mottoes.

The  last  five  sections  of the catalogue  contain many objects of great beauty
and often great  familiarity. Susan  Foister’s ‘Private Devotion’ is  again mainly
concerned with images  and their  importance, fromthe  Donne  triptych and
church plate, to  pipeclay figurines  and rosaries. Christopher  Wilson  has splen-
did photographs of  some  of the ‘great  churches’ of the period, and a number
of  exhibits suggesting the  equal  splendour of church furnishings, tapestries,
stained  glass, carvings  in  stone and alabaster, vestments  and  jewellery, most  of
them lost, of course, thanks to the  greed  of the ‘crowning’ hero of  this exhibi-
tion  and the ‘indiscdminately iconophobic  Puritans’ of the seventeenth cen-
tury.  For the  parish  church  Paul Williamson  takes  Holy Trinity, Long Melford,
as his representative example, a church that had everything and is  also well
served  by written  sources:  a  description  made  in the  15805  or 905 and a  (1111
inventory of  church goods  of  1529.  The  exhibits  and photographs illustrating
the parish  church and its furnishings are numerous and  impressive, including
many alabaster reliefs, yet another  small  St George and  Dragon, this  time  made
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of oak and rather formal, the huge  wooden  figure of  Jesse from  St  Mary’s,
Abergavenny, samples  of fifteenth-century stained  glass in its attractive sim-
plicity, murals, plate, service  books and metalwork. ‘Pilgrimage’, too, by Elea-
nor  Townsend, is accompanied by some  unusual  items, for example the  unique
set of wax ex  uoto objects from  Exeter  found  after an air raid in 1943  (no.  321),
and the Lewkenor prayer card of the Crossof Bromholm  (no.  326). Paul  Bin-
ski on The Art of  Death’ like  many contributors turns to Johan Huizinga for
his opening quotation:  ‘An everlasting call  of  memento mori  resounds through
life’ in the late Middle Ages, and  pays special  attention to  monumental brasses
and ‘the stone-cage chantry chapel’. In the  last  section Richard Marks empha—
sises  Henry VIII’s role in the destruction of  England’s  artistic  heritage.

There is no  doubt  that  some  articles in  this  catalogue are set to become
quoted  for their own sake, such as Margaret Aston  on 'Images’ or Christophe:
Wflson’s several  pieces  on architecture. The catalogue entries on  books  by Nicho-
las Rogers and Lotte Hellinga are  exemplary, as are the plate entries by Marian
Campbell;  It is as  well  to  realise  that the  captions  are not necaéarily by the au-
thors of the  main  texts. In  some  cases things are  difficult  to  find, partiaflatly
when  one has not yet  realised  that the ‘plates' are in one numbered sequence
throughout the  boolg but only appear  in the main contributions that are not ac-
tual catalogue entries. These  things  are not explained; we were also unable to find
out why some items  have an asterisk There is, however, an  impreSsive bibliogra-
phy that  will  be useful for  years, as  will  be all the superbillustrations and many
excellent  and informative  entries.  One reservation: it  would  be  useful  if one of
these  days  experts put their  heads  together and thought of  ways  to produce cata—
logues that are  just as beautiful and useful, but a little more  manageable  and easier
to  read.  ” Less white  space? Two  small  volumes? Different  paper?  An  ordinary
book-size instead  of the now traditional huge  coffee  table volume? Gothic: Art for
England is certainly not merely for  display.
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